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â€œThese novels are not meant to be mere entertainment. They are meant to be self-fulfilling prophecies.
The author wishes to inspire the creation of a real Northwest American Republic, and his novels are filled with
a great deal of sound practical advice about how to do it.â€•
Northwest Novels Â« Northwest Front
Alex Rider is a series of spy novels by Anthony Horowitz about a 14-15-year-old spy named Alex Rider. The
series is aimed primarily at teens and young adults.
Alex Rider - Wikipedia
The Worst Witch is a series of children's books written and illustrated by Jill Murphy. The series are primarily
boarding school and fantasy stories, with eight books already published.
The Worst Witch - Wikipedia
English Etymology 1 . A variant of gaum (from Middle English gome, from Old Norse gaumr; compare Gothic
ð•Œ²ð•Œ°ð•Œ¿ð•Œ¼ð•Œ¾ð•Œ°ð•Œ½ (gaumjan, â€œ observe â€•)), with the â€˜râ€™ being a
vowel-lengthening device common in non-rhotic dialects of English.
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